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LAWYERS, PO ETS AND SCIENTISTS

Like most lawyers, when I was at school I was more interested in poetic

reflections 4;l0n nature, the physical tUliverse aoo the natural order of things than upon

the actual study of how th~ngs worked and why the world was, as it was. Dreamy

contemplation of Wordsw'orth's poetry was more in my line. Whereas those who went on to

become engineers, scientists, technologists and computeristers spent a good deal of their

time examining nature and reflecting upon the physical world, 1 diverted my attenti~n to

the consideration of the natural order in abstracto:

The world is too much with USj late and soon

Getting and spending we lay waste our powers,

Nothing is seen in nature that is ours,

We have given. our hearts away; a sordid boon!

I was not alone in this disdain for the world of science and technology. Most people who go

on to become lawyers, jUdges, administrators and lawmakers are not scientists or

technologists. Most are ignorant of the detail of the dazzling developments that have

occurred in our time. It is trite to repeat that half ~f the scien~ists who have ever lived

are alive at this moment. It is sad to reflect that half of them are devoted to the science

and technology' of war.
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Because scientists and - technologists,_ amongst whom I somewhat

indiscriminately lump computerists generally, including computer suppliers, tend to be

interested in and enthusiastic about this or that scientific invention, all too often they

leave, the rest of society behind. There is comparatively little communication between

scientists and technologists and the rest of the community. Apart from the brave effort of

the ABC Sch~nce Unit, under the redoubtable Dr. Robyn Williams, we see little eVid~ce

of an Australian endeavour to debate the implications of scientific change for the rest of

us mere mortalS, the non-scientists who make up the Australian community. In the

Science Show dUring the last weekend, one commentator asked a few pertinent questions.

In an age whose principal engine is that of science and technolog,y I address these

questions to you:

Where, in Australia, are the outstanding, articulate scientists and technologists

who are interpreting the technological advances and their implications for society?

Where, in short, is our.JacobBronowski?

Where, ap~t from the .ABC Science Unit, are the skilled scientific journa.lists who,

accurately and without sensation or' trivialisation, present the important

developments of technology to the' Australian community and help us to interpret

the irripUc"ations for our time and for our species?

Why is it that in our news media, there is relatively little about science and

technology in language which ordinary lay people can understand? How is it that

Time and Newsweek ca'n every week present to millions of Americans (and their

overs~as surrogates) interesting examples of (prinCipally) American science and

technology, when the Bulletin, the National 'Times and even the prestigious

newspapers find it hard to affprd spac~ for more than an occasional item and then

so often under extravagant headlines such as 'Tube· Babies in Hospital Refrigerator'?

How long is it since you sB:w a serious documentary about science and technology

on commercial television, even after the late late sJ:low?

I am move to ask these questions of you because of an experience I had on Friday 18st,";At

a symposium on the indUstrial applications in Australia of geneti~ engineering, I had the

temerity to suggest that the community had a legitimate interest in the risks that might

be run by the large-scale industrial application of genetic manipulation teChniques. These

~echniques began in earnest only as recently as 1973 when scientists found ways of cu.tting

the chromosomes of organisms, inclUding man, into small fragments, some containing. only
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one or a few genes. The isolation of these genes can undoubtedly result in the prodUction

of substances which have already proved beneficial for mankind, such as human insulin or

. proteins from which vaccines can be prepared. The danger of the misuse of the new.

technology is already recognised by at least two Federal Acts of Parliamentl and by the

decision to establish a govemment monitoring committee that will lay down guidelines.

Inst~ad of acknowledging legitimate community fears, I was alarmed to find some of the

sci~ntists at this meeting appearing to challenge the legitima~ of community and

lawyerly interest in their activities~ ,A chauvenisti.cal reaction was even espoused, namely

that scientists do not seek to intrude the lawyer's mysteries, so lawyers should leave their

activities alone. Banal ca~illing at particular instances of community fear, about genetic

engineering was thought by some of these scientists to settle the debate about the kind of

problem presented by the new technology of genetic manipUlation. Whether it is doctors

or lawyers, geneticists or computerists, we have reached a. dangerous pass when the

expert resists community interest and involvement in the activities of the expert which

profoundly affect community-interests.

I am happy to say that in the work of the Australian Law Reform Commission

on matters relating to the computerisation of Australian society, we have found· 00

evidence of intell~ctualarrogance, professional resistance20r community indifference~ On

the' contrary, both at the level of the Australian Compu~er Society and the Australian

"Computer Equipment;;tfuppliers' Association, and in dealings with individual computerists,

we have had a great deal of mixious, supportive help. There is, of course, legitimate.

concern about the dUll hand of bureaucracy in laws that are developed to deal with the

.social implications of computing. There is a perfectly understandable 'worry about the

introduction of legal .institutions, rules and procedures which will impede the efficiency

which the new technology can bring. There is a healthy scepticism about the capacity of

slow-moving laws and legal iIlstitutions to cope with the dynamic of change in information

technology today. There is a quite proper, modest realism, in the realisation that we in

Australia are 'small fry' in -the· world information technology league, and therefore unable

readily to impose idiosyncratic legal rules upon a technology that is at once universal.aoo

VirtUally instantaneous. But for all these reactions, there has' been a spirit of co-operation

and· a ready willingness to acknowledge that with the advent of the new information

technology, we create new social problems that are legitimately addressed by the law. I

applaud this positive spirit and I expressappreciatio~ for it. It promises success for the

introduction of effective data protection and data security laws for Australia. Your

Association, in commenting on the Law Reform Commission's discussiolJ. paper on Privacy

and Personal Iriformation2 agreed with the recommendations that no general new tort

should be created but went on in a positive vein to acknowle~e:
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GOOD COMPUTING CITIZENS

Your recommendation of specific new rights based on unlawful intrusion and

- breach of establiShed. fair: information practices appears to be a correct

approach.3

-4-

The annual report of the Association records the useful work that has already

been'done on many fronts. I pay tribute to the balanced and realistic submission that was

received by the Law Reform Commission in its inquiry about privacy protection.- But

though the· establishment of a Suppliers' Association was timely, and though valuable work

has already been done, it is -surprising to me that there is such a comparatively ·small
;..,

investment .in social pa{icy research by the Australian computing industry, given the rapid

penetration of Australian society by the new information "technology and the.many

problems presented to society as a consequence. For a multi-million dollar industry,in the

midst of probably the most dramatic and dynamic and profitable of today's technologies, I

do not think it can be said that the computing industry 'is generous in devQting funds to

social research concerning the implications for modem society of the new technology~.',I

realise that some funds are devoted to this plirpose. I also realise that not all the fiin~s.

are - expended in a way that will secure immediate public recognition. I look'st this

problem from the perspective of one who now knows a little of the national'and

international implications of information technology for the legal system. I recogniSe the·

competitive position of the Australian computing industry and the limited funds that rifay

be available for what may be called the activities of good corporate citizenship. But j{

only a small fraction of the very great sums which are being expended and receIved with

the rapid eXPB.!1Sion of computing in .Australia were devoted to the provision of r"esearch

into social attitUdes, legal, soci~ and- economic implications and the design of· ~ws,:_,~~~
cope, I am sure the result would be a significant contribution towards a legal system th~t,.

might -then -come 'to -something of the adaptability and dynamism of the -infbrmatl9ri

technology itself.

Whilst I am handing out these bouquets, can I be permitted a word of criticism?

I realise, that the computing "industry is rel~tively new. It- is dive~se, international and

competitive. The Australian Computer Equipment Suppliers' AssocIation is undoubtedly a

most useful development and the initiative of those whobro~ht it into being deserves

commendation. So many legal, fiscal and' political developments are occurring, which

require the attention of the industry as a whole,. that it is remarkable to think that it was

not until 1977 that the establishment of such an Association was conceived and brought

about.
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I realise that, in" the real world, computer s.uppliers and others involved in the

computing industry are not charitable institutions. They pay their taxes and they look to

government to sort out most of the problems that OCCUI'. Milton Friedman would no doubt

urge that pUblic-spirited expenditure on research about the social implications of

computers would be misguided, would distort market forces and would be suspect anyway

.because of the association with the industry.

The fact is that industry does invest significantly in scientific research, where

the retum ~ easier -to see and where the participants are likely to be on the. same

intellectual 'wave length as the present computerists. I wou~d like to see the Australian

computer suppliers, and other organisations involved in computing, ta~ng equal initiatives

to promote disinterested research into the social and .legal implicatio~of 'their

technology. The Australian Computer Equipment Suppliers' Association may be a good

vehicle to provide funds for such research, under adequate, guarantees of objectivity and

in ways that would ensure that competitive advantage was not secured by one organisation

over another. In this way the Association- would be less reactive to .the initiatives of

others. Instead of responding; in an ad hoc fashion, to the ini-t.iative of the In~tries

Assistance Commission, of the Law Reform CommiSsion, of the New South Wales Privacy

Committee, parliamentary and private bodies, new legislation and so on, a positive

contribution could be made that would assist SOCiety to digest the chariges that are

coming upon it so rapidly~

Let there be no doubt that there are many fields worthy of research. They have

been identified at an international level, principally by the OECD, in many national

reports4 and locally. They include study of such matters as:

Criminal Law~ The implications of computerisationfor the criminal law, criminal

procedure, the capacity of juries to ,cope, the ability of police forces to detect,

trace and prove computer fraud.

Vulnerability. The implications. of computers for the vulnerability of Australian

society: its susceptibility to disaster, whether by terrorism," accident, mistaken

erasure, loss' of vital data and so on. What should we, as a society, be doing about

this heightened vulner8.bility and what legal changes are needed ~n. the wired

society.

Copyrights. and Patents. The impl:ications of computers for copyright and patent

law has been called to attention in many places. A scientific discovery cannot. be

awarded a patent as an abstract idea. Protection. is given to the 'invention' and the

'work' Which, though related to informatio.n, are not identical with the information

itself.
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Reducing Legal Routine. The implications of ~omputerisation for many areas of

substantive law need to be examinetl; including the implications for land

conveyancing, said to constitute -5'0% of the work and fee ,income of the lawyers of

Au~ralia. The capacity 'to reduce many routine disputes and problems presently

- --~ -consu'niing high cost, slow coUrt time, represent fields for fruitful research

directed at the better administration of justice. It does not require a great deal of

imagination to envisage the future use of computers to secure greater consistency

in "the sentencing of convicted off.enders, the use of computers to at least- reduce

the field of dispute in cases involving unexceptional physical injuries and wag~

losses. Some writers have even suggested, that computers will come to be used to

deveiop legal principles' themselves, in much the same way as they are used -in

modelling in research in other disciplines.

Administration of Justice; One project that is before ·the Law Reform Commission

at the moment on the law of evidence requires us to examine the implications of

co~puterisationand other technical manipulation of inf.ormation for the oral trial

tradition inherited in Austra-lia as in other parts of the English-speaking world. But

. the implications of computers for the more efficient discharge- of court business

has not really begun. A great field of research of potentially enormous social

benefit lies there waiting for funds to bec'orne available.

Now, although Christmas approaches, I realise that computer suppliers are not

in the Santa' Claus business. In a very fast-moving and competitive market, they are

seeking to secure the profits with which to·- continue the technological and industrial

advances that have alreadY occurred. The hope of vast sums flowing from the exam~nation

of the impact of computerisation upon society and its laws is a futile one, and I -know -it.

But for all that, there must be a realisation that the extent to which computers can

Ultimately serve -society- depends as much upon the invention and marketing -of dazzling

new equipment as on the capacity and willingness of society to absorb that which is

presented. If large -numbers of persons become unemployed, if personal privacy is

sigrlificantly diminishedJ-if -society is madeunaccepta,bly vulnerable, if national culture

and security are undermined· by loss of local independence, if computer crime is even

partly unattended and if business and industry proceed to reap the benefits of

computerisatioo whilst the administration of justice languishes with antique forms and

.procedures, the result can only be dislocation. This will ultimately be destructive of the

capacity of the community to absorb more of the technological advances. I put it this

way, with an inevitable element of hyperbole, so that the point can be underlined that,

ultimately,· the -business ·you are in is one of serving a peacefUl, content-ed, law-abiding and

safe community. Social advance and acceptance must go hand in hand with technological

change.
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equipment suppliers and others in the remarkable indUstry of information

i~chnology must be made to understand that it' is -in their self interest to help society ~o

a6~orb and cope with social and legal implications of the technology they are so

'sti~cessfully introducing throughout the Australian community. When I looked to the

.' AnImal Report of the Australian Computer Equipment Suppliers' Association for 1979/80, I

foun'd it significant that no bUdget was attached. I suspect ~possibly wrongly: jucges are a

suspicious lot) that this is because the modesty of the investment might attract criticism

and even derision in some quarters for the amounts which 'such a prosperous, adventurous

and fast-developing industry was willing t~ spend upon the social, economic and political

concerns of an industry-wide dimension. I will say no more about the topic. I hope the

future will see a greater fraction of the income of computer equipment suppliers devoted

"to helping the lawmaking process and the inStitutions of this country to cope with the

dynamic changes that attend the rapid penetration of Australia by informatics.

TBDF AND THE DECD

Before I resume my seat, I want to s~y something briefly about two other

matters that may be of interest. The first relates to DECD Guidelines on Trans Border

Data Barriers and the Protection of Privacy. I was the Chrorman of the GECD committee

which developed theseguideIines. They were developed In response to important new

patterns which are e~~ging in data communications t~day. In 1980 it was reported to the

GEeD that approximately 13 million data communication transactions take place each

day in Western Europe. Of these, approximately 10% are international. This ratio

contrasts with voice traffic, where only 196 of transactions "are international. Data

communications have already overtaken telex in terms of total flow of traffic. The total

number of data communications transactions in Western Europe was expected to increase

at it compound annual rate of 2596 -in the pe~iod 1979-1987. The number of international

data communications transactions was estimated to increase at an annual compound rate

exceeding 30%. Similar developments can be expected in Australia. Indeed, we may go

further because of the continental size of our country and our geographical isolation from

traditional areas of cultural and economic concern.

Although international treaties will probably be needed in due course to help to

achieve consistency between lacallaw5 operating on a largely intemational technology,

the DEeD Guidelines opted for a lower level of operational force. They were adopted by

the Council of the DECD in September 1980. They have not yet been accepted by the

Australian Govemment.
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.. The guidelines are in the form of a resolution of .the Council of the OEeD. This

resolution adopts recommendations commending the proposed Guidelines to member

countri~s, urging. them to take them into account lin their domestic legislation', to

'endeavour to remove or avoid creating unjustifiable obstacles in trans border flows of

p~rs~nal data' and to 'co-operate in the impleme·~tation ~f the GUidelines1
• Several

co.ul1:tries .a~stained from the recommendations, including Australia. The United Kingdom

abstention was withdrawn on 23 September 1981 when that country endorsed the

~uidelines. The position has now been reached that of the 24 member countries of the

GEeD, only Australia, Canada and Turkey have nOt subscrtbed to the Guidelines. The

Turkish abstention relates to the military government. The Canadian abstention· relates,

app.arertly,. to sensitivity to United states dominance of data communication. The United

States was recently described as the 'OPEC of information'. The Australian abstention was

to -permit consultation with the states. The Minister for Science and Technology, Mr.

David Thomson, recently· announced his hope that Australia would shortly be able to
. ..

adhere to. the Guidelines. Certainly, in the work of the Australian Law Reform

Cornmiss.ion, we are attending most c~sely to the Guidelines in the development o~ our

proI?~~~ on Federal privacy protection.

Lack of laws on 'data protection and data security can sometimes cause

economic disadvantagES;;" to countries which lack such laws. Concern about privacy

p~tection is not Sale' a matter of -civil liberties but can make economic ·gOOd sense.

Already cases have arisen where the export of personal data from a country with data

protection laws has been forbidden to a country unable to offer equal protection against

th~ hae~orrhage of sensitive personal data. The classic example is that of the Siem ens

comp~p.y ,in Sweden Which wanted to transfer ,personnel files from its Swedish bran~h to

its. h~a~quarters in Munich. Permission was refused. Another well known example where

perm~ssion was refused involved the Health Department of a Swedish county authority

wh·ich w~ prevertted from ordering, from a British firm, 80,000 plastic cards which

co~~.ained personal information in computer code about Swedish citizens.. The risk that

'shadow,', registers on Swedish people could b~ established in other countries, outside the

reach of natimallaw, was deemed too high. A new phenomenon appears on the scene in

thedevelopme~t in Third World countries of limitations on trans border data links where

dat.~ processing altemativ~s exist within the country or where external interests control

access to the foreign data banks. There is a legitimate concern about the risks of data

protecti~ism and about dat~ fiscal policies. I will put the latter no higher than to say

that, despite a traditional reluctance to tax information and information flows, anything

growing at such an exponential-rate and measurable-rate as data communications must

inevitably attract the ever-hungry eye of the inventive tax gatherer. This developm ent
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will have to be closely watched. In Norway,_ for examl?le, a provider of -8 data processing

service is already obliged to add 20% VAT to the bill of his customer. The result has been

that manycustoJllers have switched to a foreign provider of computer services as no

Norwegian tariff is calculated on import. Cases can exist in Europe, however, where VAT

must be paid by both the provider and. the user in their respective countries : a kind of

double taxation. The moves to indirect tax in Australia on the basis that the 'user pays'

should be closely watched in the light of the European experience.

COMPUTERS AND THE CONSTITUTION

Finally, let me say something about computers and the Australian Constitution.

In the submission received by the Australian Law Reform Commission from the Australian

Computer Equipment Suppliersf Association, it was- urged that the functions of privacy'

protection should proceed- at a Federal level and that our- final recommendations to the

Commonwealth Government '!?hould seek the abolition of State privacy bodies in favour of

a Federal organiSationl~5

The terms of reference to the Law'Reform Commission limit it to -the Federal

public sector, the Territories (now effectively the Australian Capital Territory) and little

more. It would, therefore be beyond our terms of reference to recommend as suggested-.

However, I am conscious of the need for us, in Australia, to avoid the problems that arose

on the European continent. It was the very diversity of laws on data protection and data

security, springing up' in the various jurisdictions of Europe, that led to ·the pressure in the

Council of Europe and the OECD for the development of international rules that would

harmonise the cacophony 'of domestic regulation. It will clearly be a misfortune for:

Australia if, with' the -spectre of European diversity before us, and for wan~ of clear

constitutional power or appropriate national_ resolve, we proceed down the track of

devising differing privacy- laws in different jurisdictions, affecting the new' information

technology. It is one thing to say (as our discussion papers say and the submission of the

Association urges) that no 'differing approach should be taken to protecting personal

information, whether computerised or not. The· fact remains that, at least with

computerised persohal information, there is a chance th&t a single Federal Act could be

devised which would fcover the field l and seCUre for. our continental country the one

regime of data protectim and data security. This could possibly be secured by a Federal

Act based upon the Commonwealth Parliament's constitutional powers in respect of

telecommunications, supported by powers in respect-of corporations, interstate trade and
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The impact of new information technology alone presents our society with ,many

'difficult problems, inclUding problems for the ·law. Some of these are being studied

by the Law Reform "commission. Many lie unattended, awaiting future treatment.

Meanwhile, the problems arise with the speed of the technology. Our institutional

means to supply the answers moVe at a someWhat more languid pace.

The new information technology has international ramifications and will force the

pace of the development. of intemationallaw. This law will come about as much as

a result of economic pressure as out of respect for Western democratic values.

CONCLUSIONS

In Australia, we have a special problem, in that our Constitution was drafted

before computers and indeed" before science and technology presented so many

problems which are not really apt to be dealt with State by State. The danger of

the development of differing laws to impact the computing industry, and the 'need

for Federal or natiooal attention to uniformity of laws on this SUbject, must be an

important mandate of the Australian Computer Equipm ent Suppliers' Association.

The economies of informatics could be ve~-y effectively undone by diseconomies of

the variety of laws.

What have I said in this brief talk? Five things, :in essence.

Scient.ists and technologists, who have such.a profound effect on modem A-ustralian

society, and those who convert" their thoughts to -industrial and practical

application, have a commensurate duty to communicate better with the society

they serve, whether they be geneticists, nuclear physicists or informatics

com puter ists.

comin'erce," the Territories and so on. The need for careful attention to the development
of- a 'national approach to the provision of rules and "institutions' for, information privacy

protection seem's" imperative because of the "national, indeed international, nature of the

new information technology and theenormOllS complexities and diseconomies that would

result.if every jurisdiction of Australia went its own way in the development of

information privacy standards and institutions. It is -iri realisation of this'danger that we

have heeded the call made by your Asso~iation and have worked as closely as we could

with State colleagues willing to'do so. In the ultimate, however, it may be necessary, at

some time in the ~uture, for the Commonwealth "Parliament to grasp this constitutional

nettle: the tmiform natural regulation of computing and its social consequences.

, .. ,::,,--,:-~---,--~, ---'. 
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Finally, I do urge that more thought be given to the special social responsibilities

of your dynamic, prosperous, ,inventive ~ndustry. If the ~ocial and legal problems,

some"or whfch fhave-me-ntioned,--Ue fallow' and -remain unatteooed, your 'successors

may say that these were the years the locusts have eaten, during Which your

indJstry pressed ahea~ with technological achievements and short term gains, but

spent insufficient time and inadequate resources upon helping society to adjust to .

the social, economic and legalimplications of what you were about. I hqpe that you

will not allow that to be your industryfg epitaph.
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